EXPIRING CONTRACT REPLACEMENT RIDER

APPLICABLE

This Rider applies to all expiring Electric Service Agreements containing non-standard rates and for which written notice of cancellation has been made.

RATES FOR SERVICE

For each succeeding 12-month period, Customer shall be billed at rate components equal to those used in the preceding 12-month period plus ten (10) percent. When projected total annual revenue paid by Customer equals or exceeds revenue that would be realized under a standard rate schedule, Customer shall be transferred to a standard rate schedule including all applicable riders and surcharges. In no case shall annual revenue from Customer exceed that which would have been generated under the standard rate schedule.

MANAGEMENT DISCRETION

The intent of this Rider is to transition subject accounts to the standard rate schedule applicable to loads with magnitude and service characteristics similar to those of Customer. Upon mutual agreement between Customer and Company, the magnitude of adjustment applicable to specific rate components may be varied to incentivize load shape improvement.
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